Role of endoscopic ultrasound in vascular interventions: Where are we now?

EUS in Vascular Interventions

Abstract
From a mere diagnostic tool to an imperative treatment modality, endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) has evolved and revolutionized safer efficient options for vascular interventions. Currently it is an alternative treatment option in the management of gastrointestinal bleeding, primarily variceal type bleeding. Conventional treatment option prior to EUS incorporation had limited efficiency and high adverse events. The characterization and detail provided by EUS gives a cutting edge towards a holistically successful management choice. Data indicates that EUS-guided combination therapy of coil embolization and glue injection has the higher efficacy for the treatment of varices. Conversely, similar treatment options that exist for esophageal and other ectopic variceal bleeding was also outlined. In conclusion, many studies refer that a combination therapy of coil and glue injection under EUS guidance provides higher technical success with fewer recurrence and adverse events, making its adaptation in the guideline extremely favorable. Endo-hepatology is a novel disciple with a promising future outlook, we reviewed topics regarding portal vein access, pressure gradient measurement, and thrombus biopsy that are crucial interventions as alternative of radiological procedures. The purpose of this review is to provide an update on the latest available evidence in the literature regarding the role of EUS in vascular interventions. We reviewed the role of EUS in variceal bleeding in recent studies, especially gastric varices and novel approaches aimed at the portal vein.
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Core Tip: Currently endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) is an alternative treatment option in the management of gastrointestinal bleeding, primarily variceal type bleeding. This manuscript tackles a comprehensive review for the uses of EUS in the majority of vascular interventions with regard to gastrointestinal bleeding and offers a directive for the technical aspects in carrying out a procedural treatment of combination coil and glue therapy for gastric varices.

INTRODUCTION
The endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) technology has dramatically evolved since its conception in the 80s, transforming from a supplementary add-on of the diagnostic process to a core modality in the diagnosis and therapy in a wide range of diseases \[1\]. EUS diagnostic capability has evolved immensely in recent years primarily enhancing fine needle aspiration (FNA) and fine needle biopsy (FNB), the acquisition of particularly gastrointestinal (GI) and pancreato-biliary lesions, providing cytohistologic sampling \[2\]. Having the diagnostic sensitivity of 85% to 95% in detecting malignant pancreatic tumors and specificity of 100%, EUS guided FNA is being regarded as a main staple if not a gold standard by many experts \[1\]. Further extending the reach towards lesions of the pancreas, mediastinal adenopathy, GI tract submucosal lesions and retroperitoneal masses, EUS provides a detailed image and obtains tissue samples in a minimally invasive manner that is safe and accurate for diagnosis \[3,4\]. On the other hand, therapeutic EUS-guided drainage is a favored option in the management of pancreatic fluid collections, biliary and gallbladder diseases \[5-7\]. Moreover, the
indications for interventional EUS grow more and more having nowadays a central role in the management of biliary diseases in altered anatomy, gastric outlet obstruction and post-surgical abdominopelvic fluid collection drainage [8–11].

Under the scope, focusing on various GI conditions, initially EUS provided clinicians with valuable information pertaining to clinical and anatomic information. Aspects such as the appearance, size and location of a structure indicated variable descriptive factors regarding a plethora of conditions [12]. Due to the proximity of the gastrointestinal system to vascular structures, EUS today can provide precise interventions that target inaccessible, or less accessible surrounding vascular sites [12]. EUS has advanced as alternative treatment option in the management of gastrointestinal bleeding providing an efficient treatment modality and offering fewer adverse events (AEs). Effective treatment options that are EUS guided exist, such as sclerotherapy, tissue adhesive injections, and coil embolization. Recently, the employment of glue injection and coil embolization techniques with EUS seem to be thriving in clinical practice. Stand-alone therapy options present with variable risk factors and complications, ultimately delegating to clinicians and technicians in the field to utilize a combination of both glue injection and coil embolization under the guidance of EUS [13]. The purpose of this review is to provide an update on the latest available evidence in the literature regarding the role of EUS in vascular interventions.

Technical Features

Primarily, prior to the promotion of EUS, definitive understanding of the technical strengths and limitation it encompasses is key to its adoption into clinical practice. First and foremost, EUS provides precise targeting of vascular structure in direct proximity for the gastrointestinal wall (Figure 1). It further allows visualization reducing the risk of injection out of site [12]. It is also worth mentioning, the precision regarding biopsies of tissues is much higher than the conventional method. Furthermore, EUS provides a sort of ‘check-up’ following procedures such as the obliteration of a varix, that grants
validity for a clinician achieving technical success. Conversely, nothing is without
limitations and EUS is not short of either, ultrasonography remains to have a steep
learning curve. Additionally, following the transmural access into deeper tissue,
bleeding from the extra-luminal side is not accessible by endoscopy, causing urgent
surgical or radiological therapy. Likewise, AEs exist with the use of EUS, although at a
much lower rate than the conventional therapy, the risk still exists and may be fatal. The
caliber of the EUS aspiration channel is restrictive and multiple predicaments arise [14].
Firstly, luminal contents may not be aspirated creating artifacts that hinder the
sonographic image during the procedure. Secondly, the reduction in caliber size limits
the apparatus from removing blood clots that not only obstruct the view but may lead
to further thromboembolic events that may be fatal [15]. A larger range of accessories
and devices designed for ultrasonography, miniature apparatus, correct antibiotic
prophylaxis may tackles some of the limitations mentioned. Ultimately the
standardization of a technique of injection, volume of injection, size of coils, and speed
of injection are challenges to confront while adapting a universal methodology for any
EUS-guided procedure [15].
Initially, a prior conventional endoscopic examination is necessary to confirm varix type
and concomitant esophageal varices with gastric varices. The procedure should be
performed with the patient under deep or conscious sedation, according to each
institution protocol. Using a linear echoendoscope for the evaluation of varix size and
treatment evaluation is the mode of choice [16]. Once the varix is identified under EUS, it
is necessary to characterize the total diameter of the widest varix which should be
punctured by a 19G needle [17]. It is important to choose the size of the coil depending
on the size of the widest varix. More importantly, the size of the coil should not exceed
the caliber of the vessel it is injected into. In case of glue injection, following the
deployment of the coil, 2 mL of distilled water followed by 0.5 mL of N-butyl-2-
cyanoacrylate, followed by another 2 mL of distilled water was injected and then the
needle removed [17]. Lastly, EUS with Doppler flow is important for technical success
evaluation. The presence or absence of flow within the varix is what is evaluated [6,16,17].
Type of Bleeding

Variceal Bleeding

Variceal bleeding is known to be the most feared lethal complication of portal hypertension. Whilst gastric varices tend to be the most problematic; esophageal, rectal, and other ectopic locations present with serious complications. As described in further detail below, guidelines offer a wide range of therapeutic options depending on location of the varix, whether offering standard endoscopic, surgical, or interventional radiologic therapies, each come with strengths and weaknesses. While centering our focus on standard endoscopic treatments, we find major limitation in the addressed therapies, whether it’s a matter of severe AEs and high risk or a high recurrence rate of the varix rebleeding and a low clinical outcome. Under EUS guidance, coincidentally due to higher precision of vascular targeting, the treatment options deemed more efficient with an overall higher success rate and clinical outcome [18]. Furthermore, the recommendation enclosed reports that EUS is a feasible safe option for patients who were unsuccessful candidates for conventional therapies [18].

Variceal Classification

Different classifications for esophageal varices have been created, to mention a few: Dagradi, Conn’s, Paquet’s, Westaby, Calèse and Soehendra [16]. The most used one are the Westaby and Dagradi’s classification.

Westaby’s offers a three-grade system classification of identifying the progression of esophageal varices classified as [19]:

6 Grade 1 varices appearing as slight protrusion from the mucosa, which can be depressed with insufflation [20];

Grade 2 varices occluding less than 50% of the lumen (Figure 2);
**Grade 3 varices occupying** more than half of the lumen and are extremely close to one another with a confluent appearance.

Alternatively, the Dagradi classification is a five-grade system for esophageal varices classified as \([20,21]\):

Grade 1 varices less than 2mm in diameter that are linear or sigmoid in shape and appear with compression of the wall with the scope, they usually present as blue or red in color;

Grade 2 are blue varices sized between 2-3mm in diameter and are mildly tortuous or straight and elevated;

Grade 3 are blue tortuous or straight varices sized between 3-4 mm in diameter;

Grade 4 are varices larger than 4 mm that surround the esophageal lumen and are closely neighboring each other around the wall with or without mucosal cover;

Grade 5 are grape like varices that occlude the lumen and present as red varies overlying blue varices; ‘varices over varices.’

Similarly, the most used classification for gastric varices is the ‘Sarin’s’ classification \([22]\). Four different types based on their location in the stomach are classified as two types of gastroesophageal varix (GOV) and two types of isolated gastric varix (IGV) \([23]\). Type GOV1 are varices that extend in the cardia to lesser curvature of the stomach. Type GOV2 are varices that extend from the cardia towards the greater curvature of the stomach, terminating at the gastric fundus (Figure 3). Type IGV1 are varices in the gastric fundus that do not extend to the esophagus. Type IGV2, also referred to as ectopic gastric varices occur in other parts of the stomach. To a certain degree many clinicians regard esophageal varices and type GOV1 as gastroesophageal varices whilst GOV 2 and IGV1 are fundal varices \([20,23]\).

---

Esophageal Varices
Esophageal variceal bleeding is much more common than gastric varices, with high morbidity and mortality but fortunately carries less detrimental complications. In essence esophageal varices is a collateral circulation that develops due to portal hypertension [13]. Esophageal varices hemodynamics differ from patient to another, thus making their treatment problematic [24]. Guidelines state that first line treatment of esophageal bleeding is to be treated by endoscopic band ligation followed by trans-jugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) or endoscopic sclerotherapy, both pose significant risk to the patient [12]. Endoscopic preventative bleeding measures for esophageal varices include endoscopic injection sclerotherapy (EIS) and endoscopic variceal ligation (EVL) [23]. Primarily EIS, a much older technique, involved the embolization of the feeder veins by injecting a sclerosing agent that maintained the regression of the collateral circulation. Thus, by inhibiting the hemodynamics of the varices the recurrence remained low [24]. Unfortunately, the complexity of delineating the circulations hemodynamics and the high complication risk associated, EIS remains a challenging option for the treatment of variceal esophageal bleeding. In efforts to a more effective treatment with less complications, EVL was developed [24]. EVL as the name suggests ligates the varices and thus blocks the flow of blood in the collateral area. Since the technique doesn’t target the feeder vessel, recurrence rate is high. In hindsight EVL’s main limitation is the lack of clinical and anatomical information on the hemodynamics of the circulation and the feeder vessel [25]. On the other hand, EUS provides a selective safe effective treatment option that can predict variceal recurrence, estimate the circulation’s hemodynamics, and provide follow-up screening and management [26]. A study with the aim of studying the relationship of both treatments (EVL and EIS), recurrence used 3D-EUS and defined four main variceal circulation patterns as: cardial inflow without paraesophageal veins, cardial inflow with paraesophageal veins, azygos-perforating pattern, and a complex pattern. The study concluded the use of EVL to be limited to collaterals running parallel to the varices whilst sclerotherapy to be used for paraesophageal veins with a larger diameter and a perforation pattern [18]. Furthermore, the utilization of EUS technology provided
effective directed treatment option of pattern types that aided a successful clinical outcome [27]. Moreover, in one study that utilized a sclerosing agent targeted under EUS guidance, an average of 2 to 3 sessions required to achieve complete obliteration. The study further reported in their cohort of 5 patients; no bleeding recurrence or death and one patient developed an esophageal stricture that was treated with balloon dilation [28].

Gastric Varices

Standard therapy for gastric varices by current guidelines recommends the use of endoscopic cyanoacrylate (CYA) [29]. High bleeding rates and fatal AEs mandates the need for a more feasible option such as EUS guided. EUS-guided therapy provides high technical success and an overall better safety profile [24,29]. Romero-Castro et al in a retrospective analysis that aimed at a direct comparison of the variable EUS-guided methods showed similar obliteration rates of gastric varices in both CYA injection and coil embolization [30] (Table 1). Mohan et al, carried a meta-analysis that presented that the combination of EUS-coil/CYA had significantly fewer instances of gastric varices recurrence than EUS guided CYA injection (5.2% vs 15%) [18]. Furthermore, McCarty et al, reviewed a meta-analysis of 11 studies compared EUS-guided methods and discovered similar advantages to the combined approach. Their results showed that EUS-coil/CYA had a significantly higher rate of GV obliteration than either EUS-CYA (98% vs 96%) or EUS-coil (98% vs 90%) [31]. Moreover, the combination of EUS-coil/CYA had a lower recurrence rate than their singular respective modalities. The combination modality had lower rebleeding rate and frequency of AE than EUS-CYA [29,32]. Data indicates that EUS-guided combination therapy of coil embolization and glue injection has the higher efficacy for the treatment of varices. Similarly, another interesting study reported that although combined therapy had a superior safety profile over EUS-guided CYA injection, when compared to EUS coil injection similar results were obtained [29]. However, an interesting notion to point out is that coil embolization is technically demanding when compared EUS-guided glue injection [14]. In efforts to reassess a proper direction for the leading choice of treatment, multiple factors come into play.
Evaluating technical success, AEs, recurrence rate and clinical outcomes shape the best decision in moving forward [14].

A meta-analysis and systematic review that aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of the above-mentioned outcome measures, studied comparative groups of mono and combination modalities [31]. Overall technical success, clinical success, and AEs for EUS treatments was 100%, 97% and 14%, respectively. Moreover, EUS-guided CYA + coil embolization resulted in a better technical and clinical success compared to CYA alone (100% vs. 97% and 98% vs. 96%) and coil embolization alone (99% vs. 97% and 96% vs. 90%) [16]. Similar results coming from a single center observational study outlines primary preventative prophylactic treatment of gastric varices and the use of combination EUS of coil and CYA glue injection as the preferred modality achieving 100% technical success, 96.7% gastric varices obliteration on EUS confirmation and post-treatment recurrence was at 2.5% and AEs at 4.9% [33]. EUS further provides an advantage in the use of CYA injection in the obliteration of gastric varices as an overall lower mean volume of the glue is needed to reach similar technical success with the same safety profile of rebleeding rates being (8.8% vs 23.7%) [32]. One study mentioned less incidence of pulmonary embolism for EUS guided coil embolization when compared to EUS CYA therapy [29]. Coil based therapy for the treatment of gastric varices was reported to be superior to traditional endoscopic therapy with CYA injection [10]. In another study, EUS guided coil therapy exhibited high technical success rates, low AE rates, superior time to rebleed, time to repeat transfusion, and time to repeat intervention when compared to endoscopic CYA injection [16]. The study further concluded that the rate of rebleeding in the CYA arm was 38% which was higher than what was that literature 20-30%. A single center parallel RCT studied efficacy and safety of EUS-guided coil embolization and CYA injection vs EUS-guided coil embolization alone in the managing gastric varices. Interestingly, the immediate disappearance of varices was observed in 86.7% of patients treated with coils and CYA, vs 13.3% of patients treated with coils alone indicating the
combination therapy to offer an immediate surveillance feature within the procedure. Likewise, the combined treatment, had 83.3% of patients free from reintervention when compared to coil alone 60% \cite{3}. One study reported no statistical difference between EUS guided coils plus CYA vs conventional CYA technique in relation to the incidence of embolism. The study concluded a larger tendency of patients to develop embolism when compared to the conventional endoscopic technique without EUS \cite{18}. With regards to the choice of tissue glue/adhesives, CYA, one study aims to evaluate the safety in applying EUS-guided modality of hydro coils in gastric varices. Hydro coils are coils coated with different types of expandable hydrogel polymers, causing rapid occlusion of vessels, and favoring thrombus formation. The study reported fewer recurrences 8.6% and no differences with regard to side effects when compared to CYA \cite{31}.

Ectopic Varices

Following the recommendation of current guidelines, endoscopic band ligation and glue injection are the established techniques for managing ectopic variceal bleeding \cite{18}. One example are duodenal varices, common in end-stage patients with decompensated cirrhosis, current treatment options include TIPS, endoscopic band ligation or sclerotherapy. Commonly patients presenting with duodenal varices are referred to endoscopic treatment for bleeding prevention and EUS guided situates the clinicians technical outcome at an advantage \cite{35}. EUS provides superior characterization of the variceal complex and offers higher obliteration with a lower recurrence rate in compared to the conventional treatments. Thus, offering a feasible safe option to manage these patients \cite{14}.

Rectal varices are a well-recognized complication of portal hypertension \cite{36}. The perforator vein supplies the variceal circulation, which invaginates superficially and bleeds. Common treatment options include interventional radiology and surgery with a mortality rate documented as high as 80% \cite{36}. Well regarded recommendation in a previous study showed that the injection 2 mL of N-butyl 2-CYA into the varix,
thrombosed the collaterals and bleeding subsided in 2 wk \cite{37}. In attempts to further reduce conventional interventional radiology mortality rates in the treatment of rectal varices, a study suggested the added benefit of EUS-guided treatment that provides an overall better diagnostic approach and higher technical success in targeting the perforator vein directly thus achieving homeostasis with less coils and hence overall less AE rates \cite{36}.

Additionally, most of the literature evaluating EUS guided techniques focus on upper gastrointestinal bleeds. One study reported overall clinical outcome success in patients with rectal bleeding in all mono and combination modalities \cite{37}. Authors recommend targeting the feeder vein in patients referred for endoscopic management if unfit for surgical or interventional radiological treatment \cite{37}. Likewise, duodenal ectopic varices usually present in patients with end-stage liver disease, which are referred for endoscopic treatment to prevent bleeding. In one study authors recommended EUS-guided interventions, specifically combined therapy as it offers a superior complete obliteration rate to monotherapy \cite{35}.

**Non-variceal Bleeding**

Upper gastrointestinal bleeding not attributed to varices is common having multiple etiologies, peptic ulcer disease, erosive diseases, Mallory-weiss syndrome, Dieulafoy’s lesions, gastric antral vascular ectasia, peripancreatic pseudoaneurysm and others (Figure 4). Definitive management measures involving EUS-guided therapies provide a novel treatment option with optimal efficacy. As a result of the steep learning curve and the need of extensive training programs in endosonography, EUS-guided angiotherapy for acute gastrointestinal bleeding is limited to tertiary centers. EUS-guided management of non-variceal upper gastrointestinal bleeding is an innovative option especially in cases of recurrence. Simultaneous characterization of the bleed and intra-procedural ensuring of therapy effectiveness provides an extra edge in comparison to conventional therapy \cite{15}. That being said, literature on the matter is limited and no
randomized controlled trials are available. Further studies need to clarify efficacy and safety in larger robust trials.

**Pseudoaneurysm embolization**

Pseudoaneurysms are blood collections that surround injured tissue, commonly known as false aneurysms and differ from true aneurysms, which form a blood-filled sac and bulge from the vessel wall. With a prevalence of 0.04-0.1%, pseudoaneurysms are commonly associated with the splenic artery. Importantly, pseudoaneurysms usually occur following abdominal infections or post-pancreatitis. Pseudoaneurysms are asymptomatic in most cases and usually appear as an incidental finding on radiological graphs. Due to the detrimental high rupture risks of up to 20%, allow for EUS-guided therapy to be an effective option for patients. Many case-reports and series outlined good outcomes with obliteration of pseudoaneurysm following EUS-guided treatment, as reported by Mann et al, in a recent review of the literature. Recently, one study by Rai et al, aimed to study EUS-guided glue and coil injection in six patients who failed angiographic embolization of splenic artery pseudoaneurysm. Complete obliteration was achieved in all patients with larger aneurysms, requiring a ‘larger’ injection of coils and glue (1-2 mL). Moreover, no AEs occurred in any of these patients. Looking forward, this may provide an effective technique for the treatment of pseudoaneurysm in different abdominal segment accessible under EUS-guidance. Table 2 outline technical features from case report series on therapeutic management of pseudoaneurysms under EUS-guidance.

**Endo-hepatological Interventions:**

Nearing the last decade, a sub discipline of endoscopy named “Endo-hepatology”, was introduced. In an aim to move towards a more accurate diagnosis, former procedures such as diagnostic biopsies and pressure measurements were advanced. Body habitus always posed as a challenging limitation whilst performing a biopsy of the liver
however, using EUS, circumventing this problem became feasible and furthermore, simultaneous bi-lobar biopsies were possible [42]. EUS also improved patients’ perception of undergoing a biopsy, due to the decreased recovery time and better tolerance overall. The added benefit did not revolve around technical expertise, as previous options required less technical training. The advantage lies with the reduction in sampling error due to the bi-lobar biopsies [42]. Additionally, EUS biopsies can be concurrently carried out with portal pressure measurements in a singular procedure, providing a more appealing option to patients than the trans-jugular approach. That anatomic proximity of the stomach and duodenum to major vascular structures, make EUS a vital technique in accessing structures such as the portal vein. Existing applications of portal vein interventions using EUS include sampling, embolization, thrombolysis, and stent placement [27].

Portal Vein Interventions: Sampling, Pressure measurement and Embolization

Circulating tumor cells (CTC) in the portal vein offer a positive predictive value of liver metastasis from pancreatic and colorectal cancers. The sampling of circulating tumor cells under EUS guided access is vital, as CTC are more prevalent in the portal vein than in the peripheral blood. This provides an advantage with EUS, in order to sample tumor cells for further analysis [43]. The first report of EUS-guided PV sampling was in 2015, followed by another study in 2017 that similarly reported the safety and technical feasibility of the technique [43]. Catennaci et al, studied the propensity of CTCs as compared to sampling the PV under EUS guidance (19 gauge) with peripheral blood. In 18 patients, 100% sampling of CTC from the portal vein was achieved in comparison to 22.2% from the peripheral blood. Methodologically, the literature suggests multiple levels of consideration for portal vein sampling under EUS-guidance, due to limited data on safety and insubstantial unanimity of the technical feature of the procedure. Primarily, all bleeding risk should be addressed prior to the procedure and monitored anesthesia is an advocated preference in many studies. Secondarily, pre-assessing the
portal vein under ultrasonography and FNA vein sampling was reviewed. The EUS-FNA needles available in today’s market are the 19, 22, and 25 gauge sizes.[44]. Chapman et al, recommended the use of a 19-gauge FNA needle to allow adequate blood flow, that minimizes the time within the vessel to decreases clotting as compared to the smaller needles. Ultimately, there is a lack of studies that assess the viability of the specimens obtained and the feasibility of the methodology. It is crucial to assess the patency of the vasculature with ultrasonographic doppler prior to the FNA access, in order to better reduce AEs.[43].

Portal pressure gradient is an important measurement for the diagnosis of portal hypertension. Regardless of clinical evidence, a hepatic venous pressure gradient of 10mmHg or more defines the presence of portal hypertension and is an important indicator of PH complication, most often for cirrhosis. Currently, a percutaneous approach exists for measuring PV pressure through a trans jugular access to the portal vein via the hepatic veins. Reduced conformity from patients due to catheterization makes an EUS-guided option more favorable.[45].

Following the development of the compact manometer, EUS-guided portal pressure gradient measurement with a needle in the PV and manometer, accurately reflect an indicator of liver disease.[27]. Under EUS- a 22-gauge FNA needle connected to a compact manometer, accurate hepatic venous pressure gradient measurement can be attained.[46]. In a recent study by Hajifathalian et al, a simultaneous EUS-guided portosystemic pressure measurement and liver biopsy sampling in 24 patients with suspected liver disease or cirrhosis, was performed. Twenty-three patients reached technical success (96%) for portosystemic gradient measurement and 100% technical success for liver biopsy. The study concluded that EUS portosystemic gradient measurement and liver biopsy sampling provided a safe and feasible option in clinical practice.[47]. Table 3 Lists studies on PV pressure gradient measurement, outlining technical success, features and complications, adapted from.[48].
In the management of liver diseases, PV embolization (PVE) is a possible intervention aimed at inducing atrophy of a lobe of the liver. This is advantageous, as it reduces the volume of the injured lobe prior to resection and concomitantly hypertrophies other healthy lobes, to decrease hepatic dysfunction and aiding preoperative preparations to liver lobectomy [27]. PVE is limited in multiple studies to animal models, due to the high-risk association with AEs, such as liver dysfunction. Loffroy et al, outlined PVE technique by accessing the portal system under EUS. Puncturing the peripheral branch by way of puncturing the left and embolizing the right branch is advantageous over puncturing and embolizing the right branch, due to easier catheterization. This method is conversely disadvantageous due to a high risk of damaging healthy liver remnants. Cirrhotic patients with portal pressure gradient larger than 12mmHg, should avoid PVE due to detrimental AEs. Regarding the choice of the embolic agent, the authors suggested the use of a mixture of n-butyl-cyanoacrylate and iodized oil due to its rates of low morbidity [49]. In anticipation to future advances, PVE under EUS-guidance can be appealing intervention in managing patients prior to surgical lobectomy.

**Angiography**

The direct access to the portal vein during an angiography may provide valuable clinical information. Unfortunately, routine practice avoids its implementation due to its invasive nature and high risk of complications [50]. A preliminary study in this field highlighted this fact in greater detail, as it showed that puncturing the portal vein with a 22-gauge needle led to high-risk bleeding measures in a porcine model [51]. In one study that evaluated the feasibility and safety of EUS-guided PV angiography with a smaller-caliber (25 gauge) FNA needle using carbon dioxide (CO2) as a contrast agent in a porcine model. In 6 animal experimental trials, the authors achieved (19.83 ± 1.68 s) opacification of the entire portal system (visualization score 4.33 ± 0.52). The study reported no complications intraoperatively or at post-mortem examination, concluding
that the study was feasible, safe, and technically simple. It is imperative to note that a major limitation to such studies is that they are acute animal models. Replication into human disease remains confined in a plethora of possible complications and high bleeding risk.

**Thrombus FNA**

A large majority of patients suffering from hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), have PV thrombosis. Portal vein tumor thrombosis (PVTT) is essential as it is a poor prognostic sign and a contraindication for surgical hepatic resection. Extrahepatic PV access under EUS guidance, manages to access the thrombus without puncturing liver parenchyma, a favorable option for patients. In 2015, Kayar et al., presented a case series of three cases that failed the normal route of imaging diagnosis of PV thrombus. Alternatively, from prior case reports, the patients were diagnosed with EUS-FNA of the PV thrombus as a first line diagnostic option. In all three cases presented, the authors used a 25-gauge FNA needle to biopsy the thrombus. Table 4 reports recent studies that highlighted cases of thrombus FNA-biopsy under EUS, notably when failed radiological diagnosis was unable to accurately stage HCC. Interestingly, Gimeno Garcia et al., in a multicentral study found that post EUS-FNA of thrombus, upstaging of HCC was prevalent up to 85.70%. In accordance with this finding, EUS-FNA biopsy of PVTT provides the most accurate staging diagnosis of HCC. High prospects for an EUS-guided intervention in diagnosing PVTT in patients that failed prior routes exist and should be studied in large RCT for a more widespread adaptation in everyday practice.

**Drug administration**

Even since the conception of curvilinear array echoendoscope in the 90’s, the possibility to access structures with a needle under ultrasonographic visualization made treatment options to inaccessible structures possible. Further evolving into a therapeutic tool, being a minimally invasive approach for treating benign lesions, relieving
compartmental pain, and controlling growth in unresectable malignancies is cutting edge [55]. EUS-guided therapeutic administration has been implemented apart from its varying levels of efficacy [56]. These ablative therapies under EUS-guidance are not a sole alternative to surgical resection, especially for metastatic tumors, but represent an option for patients that are not eligible for surgery. Moreover, recent studies show that chemotherapeutic administration into the portal vein increases the drug concentration in hepatic tissue than its systemic counterpart [57]. In 2016, an EUS-guided intervention for the injection of the PV was studied in a porcine model. Using a 22-gauge needle, 100mg of irinotecan, albumin-bound paclitaxel nanoparticles and doxorubicin loaded microbeads were injected into the PV. The study reported technical success in all animals, with no acute adverse events occurring, suggesting a possible future avenue to be explored in human diseases [58].

CONCLUSION
Regrettably, to the best of our knowledge, EUS-guided treatment still has limitations and further studies are needed to demonstrate superiority over conventional medical and radiological therapies [18]. Primarily the steep learning curve and the need for expertise that may not be dispersed in all centers make it extremely difficult for guidelines to adapt strict recommendations in clinical practice [59]. Moreover, due to this revolutionary technology still being in the premature stages of adaptation into clinical practice, a unified or standardized methodology doesn’t exist. Whether the type of echo-endoscope, the positioning during therapy or the type of equipment used, a non-universal approach makes room for variable clinical outcomes and technical success rates [60]. On the other hand, EUS-guided therapy has potential to improve and become a main staple in the management of gastric varices [32]. In conclusion, EUS is without a doubt a novel diagnostic and therapeutic option for a variety of vascular complications, principally at the moment gastric variceal hemorrhage [59]. EUS offers a better understanding of the anatomic and hemodynamic components associated with the variceal system and offers advanced therapeutic options with sounder clinical
outcomes. Although limited to major tertiary centers and operator dependence with a long learning curve, the adoption of EUS into clinical practice is plausible if EUS procedures were standardized, enhanced training tools for clinicians and better universal image interpretation methodology [26]. Artificial intelligence in aiding clinical technicians with image interpretation may be a captivating step in the right direction in the evolution of this vital technology.
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